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MALCOLM BESSENT ARRIVES FROM ENGLAND

ALPHA-ESP STUDIES INAUGURATED AT LAB

A noted psychic sensitive from

Mr. Charles Honorton,

London, England,Mr. Malcolm Bessent,

Dream Laboratory Research Associate,

has been spending the summer serving

has inaugurated a series of projects

as a research subject at the labora-

investigating

tory.

Several research projects are

tween ESP ana the alpha state (i.e.,

areas

when a subject's brain waves register

underway, attempting to test
of his psi capacities and

discover

information about his abilities.
mong the studies attempted are
get picture readings,

the

relationship be-

8 and 13

between

cycles per second

A-

on the EEG).In his first experiment,

tar-

he tested 10 subjects with randomized

psychometric

decks

of cards containing geometric

readings, psychokinetic effects upon

forms.

plants, and an eight-night

dream

attempted to guess

study involving precognition. During

cards in the deck.
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would

Each
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the order of the
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high
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attempt to dream about an experience

activity
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This experience was
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wave
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of

25
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difference
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ster of Toronto, Canada;the research

eluded that successful ESP

projects were funded by

ance

the Founda-

and

was

"may be related to
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a relaxed,

tion for the Study of Consciousness,

passive state of mind,

Philadelphia, Pa.

imagery, and in which there is a de-

devoid

crease of attentive activity."
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(funded by the Society for Campara tive Philosophy, Sausalito, Calif.).

